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Abstract
An ensemble consists of a set of individually trained classifiers (such as Support Vector Machine and Classification Tree) whose predictions are combined by an algorithm. Ensemble methods is expected to improve the predictive performance of classifier. This research aims to assess and compare performance of single and ensemble classifiers of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Classification Tree (CT) by using simulation data. The simulation data is based on three data structures which are linearly separable, linearly nonseparable and nonlinearly separable data. The simulation data results show that SVM has the ability to classify the data better than CT. Ensemble method improve classification performance and more stable than single classifier. This was due to ensemble SVM has the smallest percentage of the average misclassification rate and standard deviation.
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1. Introduction

A classifier is such a rule that can be used to group an object into predetermined group or class based on its attributes. There are two types of approach to develop a classifier rules: a parametric approach; and a nonparametric approach. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Logistic Regression (LR) are two parametric classifiers which have been extensively used in classification problems. Implementation of those methods requires some restrictive assumptions such as the linearity, normality and independence among predictor variables. The violation of the assumptions might lead to the lack of the effectiveness and the validity results. Recently, people pay more attention to non parametric classifiers such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Classification Tree (CT) since its flexibility on the data requirement and its excelent empirical performance.

Moreover, some resent research figured out that an ensemble of classifiers could be an effective way to improve the classification accuracy and reduce the prediction variation of a single classifier [8]. The basic idea of the ensemble method is to combine the class predictions resulted by a set of single classifiers into a single prediction by applying a majority vote rule. Among some popular techniques a method of bagging (bootstrap aggregating) is the simplest but powerful technique [1].

Researches on ensemble classification with various base classifiers has been carried out by several authors [1,5,6,7,9]. While many papers studied based on real-life data, we did simulation research to assess the performance of bagging ensembles of CT and SVM. We worked with three different data structure to examine the impact of doing ensemble compared to the result of a single classifier. By this study we compare also the performance of ensemble-tree and ensemble-SVM, in term of the ability to provide low missclassification rate and the stability of that rate.

The structure of the paper can be mentioned as follow. At Section 2 we explained the simulation procedure we performed, including the parameters of the generated data. Next at Section 3 we presented the general results and provided discussion on those. We enclose the paper by small conclusion.

2. Simulation Setting

The performance comparison of the prediction quality of a single classifier and its ensembles was done by involving three different scenarios of data structure. We decided to examine the performance for the following structures : (1) a situation where the members of different classes are perfectly linear separable, (2) a situation where the members of different classes are liner-separable but not perfect, and (3) a situation where the members of different classes could not be separated by a linear function. We limit ourselves to work with data having two classes and containing two explanatory variables.

In the simulation data we have a data set with size 1200 × 2, containing 2-dimensional feature vectors describing 1200 objects. We would like to use data to build the
classifier (training data), and also to build test its performance (testing data). The training data was done by randomly generating a sets of \( n^* \) from the original data set, with replacement. The data set was randomly split into 70% was used for training a linear classifier, and the other was used for testing. Then we assess and average the misclassification rate and standard deviation value of the classifiers built on these sets.

The simulation data for a two class consists of objects labeled with one of two labels corresponding to the two classes; we assume the labels are +1 (positive examples) or -1 (negative examples). To illustrate the first scenario, we use simulated data from a normal mixture distribution consisting of two components as a positive and negative examples with mean vector of each is

\[
\mu_1 = \begin{pmatrix} 2 \\ 2 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \mu_2 = \begin{pmatrix} 8 \\ 8 \end{pmatrix}
\]

and a common covariance matrix

\[
\Sigma_1 = \Sigma_2 = \Sigma = \begin{pmatrix} 2 & 0 \\ 0 & 2 \end{pmatrix}
\]

The second scenario also arises from assuming the observations in group positive examples and those in group negative examples have a multivariate distribution with mean vector of each is

\[
\mu_1 = \begin{pmatrix} 2 \\ 2 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \mu_2 = \begin{pmatrix} 3 \\ 3 \end{pmatrix}
\]

and common covariance matrix

\[
\Sigma_1 = \Sigma_2 = \Sigma = \begin{pmatrix} 2 & 0 \\ 0 & 2 \end{pmatrix}
\]

Suppose we have a random sample of 1200 observations from these scenario with 600 observations in each group. The third scenario was generated by a mixture of three different distribution with mean vector of each is

\[
\mu_1 = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \mu_2 = \begin{pmatrix} 3 \\ 3 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \mu_3 = \begin{pmatrix} 3 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

and common covariance matrix

\[
\Sigma_1 = \Sigma_2 = \Sigma_3 = \Sigma = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0.7 \\ 0.7 & 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

with 40 observations as a positive examples and 80 observations as a negative samples.

A brief description of our simulation could be represented by Fig. 1. First we generated a data set with one of aforementioned three pattern. Then, the data set was then used as an input of two different approach, single and ensemble classifier. We implemented a bagging classifier throughout the simulation. For every data set we recorded the misclassification rate of the resulted classifier rules. Those steps were then repeated 5000 times so that we were able to calculate two statistics of the misclassification rate values which are the average and the standard deviation.

Within this study we applied CT and SVM as the classifier method so that in total we have four approach to be compared: single tree, ensemble-tree, single-SVM, ensemble-SVM. The bootstrap part of the ensemble approach were perform by doing resampling step as many as 50, 100, and 500 times. We used those resampling procedure to recognize the effect of resampling frequency to the classification performance. Simulations was carried out with two conditions of bootstrap sample size and training data: (1) the conditions are the same bootstrap sample size to training data and (2) the bootstrap sample size is smaller than the training data.

Within this study we applied CT and SVM as the classifier method so that in total we have four approach to be compared: single tree, ensemble-tree, single-SVM, ensemble-SVM. The bootstrap part of the ensemble approach were perform by doing resampling step as many as 50, 100, and 500 times. We used those resampling procedure to recognize the effect of resampling frequency to the classification performance. Simulations was carried out with two conditions of bootstrap sample size and training data: (1) the conditions are the same bootstrap sample size to training data and (2) the bootstrap sample size is smaller than the training data.

![Figure 1. The workflow of research methods](image)

In the implementation of SVM, it is worthy to implement a kernel trick to handle non-linear separation. The kernel trick in principle is a kind of transformation from low-dimensional space into high-dimensional space so that the existing classes can be linearly separated easier. There are three different kernel transformation that we included: linear, polynomial and radial [4].

Tree structured classifiers or binary tree structured classifiers are constructed by repeated splits of subsets of \( X \) into two descendant subsets, beginning with \( X \) itself [2]. CT is built in accordance with splitting rule that performs the splitting of learning sample into smaller parts. The basic idea is to select each split of a subset so that the data in each of the descendant subsets are purer than the data in the parent subset. The node impurity is largest when all classes are equally mixed together in it, and smallest when it contains only one class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>n1</td>
<td>n0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance of single and ensemble classifiers can be calculated by confusion matrix by using the testing data set. It contains the number of elements that have been correctly or incorrectly classified for each class. For every instance in the test set will be compared the actual class to the class that was assigned by the trained classifier. These
numbers can be organized in a confusion matrix as shown in Table 1.

Based on the values in Table 1, one can calculate all the measures defined above:

- Accuracy is: \((a+d)/n\)
- Misclassification rate is: \((b+c)/n\)
- Precision is: \(d/n_0\)
- True positive rate (Recall) is: \(d/n\)
- True negative rate (Specificity) is: \(a/n_1\)

Illustration of simulation data from three data structures are shown in Figure 2.

![Simulation Data Illustration](image)

Figure 2. Illustration of simulation data from three data structure

### 3. Results

Simulation data results obtained in both conditions bootstrap and training data sample size are very similar so that the simulation results will be shown with bootstrap sample size is smaller than the size of the training data samples. The results of simulation data of single and ensemble classifiers in the three data structures are shown in Table 2. Table 2 gives the percentage of average and standard deviation misclassification rate of the single and ensemble classifier applied on three data structures with repeated 5000 times.

The results in Table 2 show that for three data structures, single SVM achieved better prediction accuracy comparing to CT. This can be seen in the single classifiers, the percentage of average misclassification rate of SVM was smaller than CT. Standard deviation value of SVM also performed smaller than CT so that SVM is more stable classifier than CT.

The percentage of average misclassification rates achieved by both ensemble classifiers are very similar. Both ensemble classifiers more decline as more bagging and iterations performed. However, the ensemble-SVM achieved slightly lower misclassification rates for all data structures. In overall ensemble classifiers able to improve performance of classification both SVM and CT. Standard deviation values on the ensemble classifiers is smaller than the single classifiers so that the ensemble classifiers provide more stable performance than a single classifier.

### 4. Conclusions

In this paper, assessment and comparison about single and ensemble classifiers using simulation data are presented. The results can be summarized as follows. Simulations were performed on three data structures with two conditions bootstrap sample size and training data obtained similar results. First, single SVM can classify the data better than CT. This is evident from the percentage of average misclassification rate of SVM is smaller than CT. Second, the performance of ensemble classifiers is improved by learning an ensemble (using CT and SVM). Third, ensemble classifiers provide a more stable performance and reduce standard deviation of a single classifier.
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